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Environment policy comes from the strategy of company management. Top management Rompa CZ s. r. o. aims
at long term keeping profitability, competitive strength, safety and accountable for business in the field of
processing plastics and production moulds. The top management is fully conscious of share of responsibility for
position and development of environment which is influenced by company´s business activities. That´s why
company determinates this environment policy and professes to keeping of these principles:
1. Application environmental management system
 create conditions for filling and keeping of environment policy system
 application environmental attitute in all areas pernament and consider this attitute as a basic in next
expansion of the company
 regular revise and check environment policy from meaningful environment aspects and filling
environment´s targets and target´s values
 ask for responsible approach to environmentalist by our business partners
2. Respect valid legislature
 reach harmony in all company´s activities according to valid legislature (laws, public notices, statutes) with
environmentalist; this harmony long term keeping, monitoring and rating
3. Reduce negativ influences an environmental by company´s activities
 all company´s activities aim at long term reducing of risks
 reduce demands of energy, material and raw material by production updating and effective using of
procuction equipment, reduce waste, reduce drawing of natural sources
 ensure safe manipulation with waste in places where waste is loaded
4. Value company´s impact on environmental
 value company´s impact on environmental by planned actions, new projects, changes in technology,
repairs, launch new products or their components before final decisions
 products which are launched implement by view of environmental to minimalize their impact on
environmental by production, transportation, storage, expedition, using and liquidation
5. Continuously improve environmental management system
 ensure continuously improve environmental management system and implement environmental system to
all company´s activities
 prefer prevention of contamination ahead of following measures
 orientate basic management strategy on innovation which are aimed at minimalization of raw material,
reduce waste, increase use value of our products and services
 apply the best progress and technology
 enforce these environmental principles by all employees, environmental principles break in training
programme
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